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VISIT US AT
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You’re Made for This.
A Location Within Your Reach.
Our campus is located on the southeast side of Las Vegas, not
far from McCarran International Airport. That means we’re centrally
located – and we’re also close to a lot of the exciting stores and
restaurants that make Las Vegas one of the hottest destinations in
the world.

Classroom Learning Is Crucial to Any Education;
There’s No Disputing That.
But when it comes to some disciplines, sitting at a desk listening to
lectures simply isn’t enough. That’s where we come in.
Our Carrington College® Las Vegas campus reflects this in every way.
Our sleek, contemporary building houses hands-on learning tools that
pick up where the books leave off, giving you real-world experience you
can’t find in front of a chalkboard.
These include:
• Classroom and lab designed for our Physical Therapist Assistant
program, where we recreate inpatient and outpatient settings, giving
you as realistic an environment in which to train as we can
• Simulation labs for students in our Respiratory Care program. These
recreate for you an incredible variety of experiences, from situations
you might encounter at a therapeutic care clinic to those you’d face in
a neonatal intensive care unit
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We are proud of our building and we are certain you’ll be impressed
as well. But we also know that a building is just a building, a lab is just
a lab. A great learning experience can depend upon the right
instructors and we have them. They’re qualified and passionate; like
the instructors in our Respiratory Care program who have years of
clinical experience.
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